
                                        

Hollywood Buzz 
 
Intro: 
Introduction of what’s coming up, by showing three funny quotes which are featured 
later in the show.  
 
This week's buzz: 2X 
The latest news from Hollywood. Gossip, baby news & scandals… everything that 
happens in Hollywood, you'll hear it first in Hollywood Buzz. 
 
Movie Report:  
In a movie report we get to know all about a particular film. We'll show you exclusive 
interviews and behind the scenes footage. 
 
Coming up: 
A quick teaser of the items that will be shown later in the episode. 
 
Special: 
This item varies each episode. This could be a special about anything from "models 
turned actors" to " coolest celebrity dads".   
 
Celebrity Close-Up: 
Who’s hot right now? We zoom in on the life and career of a star that you would like 
to know more about. 
 
Love Life Lowdown: 
Dates, divorces, breakups and relationships, in Love Life Lowdown you get to know 
all about the love life of your favorite movie star. 
 
- BREAK - 
 
Coming up: 
A quick teaser of the items that will be shown later in the episode. 
 
Movie Premiere: 
Which film just arrived in cinemas? We'll find out in Movie Premiere, where we speak to all the stars on the red 
carpet. 
 
Upcoming Release: 



                                        

The latest film trailers with info on what’s still to come later this year. 
 
Celebrity Fashion: 
In Celebrity Fashion we see the beautiful dresses and suits the movie stars wear on 
the red carpet. 
 
This week's buzz: 
The latest news from Hollywood. Gossip, baby news & scandals… everything that 
happens in Hollywood, you'll hear it first in Hollywood Buzz. 
 
Movie Report:  
In a movie report we get to know all about a particular film. We'll show you exclusive 
interviews and behind the scenes footage. 
 
Outtro: 
Next week, another episode of Hollywood Buzz, with more gossip, exclusive 
interviews and the hottest movie stars. 


